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ABSTRACT: Organic chemistry, as experienced by most undergraduates in the classroom and as utilized in most
undergraduate laboratories, is more akin to an algorithm than a coherent conceptual framework. Contributing to this
incoherence is an intrinsic disconnect between the explanatory power of the organic mechanism and the overall cognitive
objective of connecting organic structure with mechanism. These limitations are compounded by the relatively unsophisticated
understanding of the nature of science common to most undergraduates. The idealized nature of many of the mechanisms
analyzed favors treating organic chemistry at the undergraduate level as essentially a rules-based system, allowing it to be taught
as more of an applied science or technology.
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“[The assumption that] like substances react similarly and
that similar changes in structure produce similar changes in
reactivity requires so great an exercise of judgement, offers so
wide an opportunity for the wisdom that comes only with
experience and for the genius that seems almost intuition,
that there is some justice to the compliment or gibe,
whichever it be, that this is an art not science.” Louis
Hammett1

The modern theory of organic chemistry is the product of a
marriage of sorts between Christopher Ingold’s terminology
and chemical taxonomy, and Robert Robinson’s electronic
theory and curved arrow formalism. The result is the
description of an organic reaction as a sequence of elementary
steps through the generation of intermediate structures. While
Ingold’s hope that this theory would provide an a priori
understanding of organic transformations has not been
realized, it has, as one textbook author put it, allowed
“...practicing chemists to protect themselves f rom being crushed by
the vastness of organic chemistry”. Nevertheless, the fact that the
mechanistic theory is more inductive than deductive means
that the chemist is left more often than not with a trend rather
than a precise understanding, which is the very frustration
articulated above by Hammett. If this understanding is relevant
to the working organic chemist, where though implicit it most
likely is augmented by what Hammett called the “wisdom that
comes f rom experience”, it surely must be far more critical in the
classroom, where the explanation to be conveyed by the
mechanism has to be synthesized second-hand by a novice
lacking any such “wisdom”.

■ MECHANISM

The curved arrow represents the movement of electrons from a
source (nucleophile) to a destination (electrophile), with that
movement signifying the breaking and formation of bonds,
providing an explanatory mechanism through the generation of
intermediate structures. Most of the mechanistic detail in
modern organic textbooks is presented much as it was
originally described by Ingold, and his collaborator E. D.
Hughes. To explain the directing effects in aromatic
substitution reactions, Ingold originally proposed the concept

of alternating affinities. Such affinities were attributed to an
expanded valency, in turn made possible by the presence of
“active” electrons. Robinson’s electronic theory used alternat-
ing polarities to identify substitution sites, leading to
predictions often different from those of Ingold. Ingold
eventually jettisoned his expanded valence in favor of
Robinson’s curved arrows and introduced a new notation for
polarity, the symbol δ, beginning what was to become a
“takeover of terminology”,2 and infuriating an already irate
Robinson. With the publication of Ingold’s seminal review in
1934,3 the “takeover” was complete, and Robinson’s curved
arrow, along with Ingold’s new terminology, became the
dominant theory of organic mechanisms on both sides of the
Atlantic.
Organic mechanisms are inferred from experimental

observations, most importantly kinetic data, and their
explanatory power derives from providing a “dynamic process
for bringing about” a given product distribution.4 While
mechanisms are general in character, the explanation they
provide is not deductive since product distribution cannot be
deduced from only knowledge of which mechanism to apply.
This is because mechanistic outcomes are only invariant for the
specific molecule provided, and under the specific conditions,
such as solvent and temperature, employed. To generalize the
mechanism and broaden its explanatory power, the chemist
examines how it handles the intervention of counterfactuals, in
chemical terms applying the principle that no mechanism can
be proven; one can only rule out the alternatives. By providing
an understanding of why a particular reaction happened under
specific conditions, and with the caveat that there is no
guarantee that the explanation will hold when the conditions
are altered, organic mechanisms can be said to provide a
causal, but contingent, explanation. However, this type of
explanation is circumscribed by a certain asymmetry. While a
causal explanation only has to say what made a reaction
outcome happen, a prediction has to be able to say that a
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specific reaction outcome will be achieved. This means that
whereas only necessary and qualitative conditions are required
for an explanation, sufficient and quantitative conditions are
required for a prediction.5 However, mechanistic concepts,
when in opposition, cannot always be resolved in a quantitative
fashion. Thus, while it is the case for many scientific
explanations that if they can be explained, then they could
have been predicted, organic reactions are a counterexample of
phenomena that can be explained by a mechanism despite the
fact the outcome might not have been predicted. This
frustrates the cognitive objective of connecting organic
structure with mechanism. In the classroom these difficulties
are rarely made explicit and are immeasurably compounded by
the fact that the mechanisms to be conveyed are often many
times removed from the understanding achieved at the
benchtop.
As any undergraduate organic student can attest to, the

accepted mechanism for electrophilic aromatic nitration
involves direct addition of NO2

+ to the aromatic substrate to
generate the Wheland intermediate followed by collapse of this
σ-intermediate to yield products, eq 1:

Except, of course, this is not the mechanism. George Olah
revisited the mechanism in 2003 and, based on the available
experimental data, augmented by high-level quantum calcu-
lations, characterized a potential energy surface (PES) with
three critical intermediates, including a charge transfer π-
complex and a cation radical ion-pair, in addition to the classic
σ-complex.6 It should be noted that mediation of electrophilic
nitration by a radical cation was proposed as early as 1946.7

Experimental results for electrophilic aromatic nitrosation
represent an even greater divergence from the textbook
mechanism, with both high-order theoretical analysis and
picosecond time-resolved spectroscopy confirming that the
classical Wheland structure is not even a stable intermediate,
but, instead, represents a high-energy transition state between
collapse of the ion-pair and formation of the product.8

Analysis for several EAS reactions combining intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations, an approach more
congruent with the idea of a simple reaction path, with
spectroscopic analysis challenges the very generality of the
traditional mechanistic paradigm.9 The two preferred pathways
for halogenation for example are predicted to be a direct
concerted mechanism and a two-stage addition−elimination
route involving a dichloro adduct, calling into question what
the authors themselves termed the “old dogma” for this classic
organic reaction. A more recent result undermines not just the
traditional electron arrow formalism but also the viability of
using the transition state as a means of explaining product
selectivity.10 Modeling the full dynamic profile of reactants in
explicit solvent, these calculations predict no free energy
barrier for the nitration of toluene. Product regioselectivity
instead is decided late in the approach of the reagent when the
attraction of electrophile to the reactant overcomes counterion
and solvent effects. The authors cite how this exemplifies the
inadequacy of the “thin” reaction mechanism, one that
proceeds along a path from reactant through transition states
and intermediates to product. This is in contrast to the “thick”
reaction mechanism, one that describes the complete dynamic
trajectories of the reactant and reagent in solvent. The
sufficiency of the traditional mechanism rests on its ability to

explain product distribution based on transition state stability,
with its viability justified on the basis that no further
information is required to explain the experimental outcome.
It becomes insufficient with the failure of the transition state
hypothesis and a consequent inability to account for product
regiospecificity.
Similar divergences between the textbook and the benchtop

can be found for other iconic reactions, such as the formation
of a nucleophile−reactant complex during the SN2 reaction,
and the definitive role that desolvation of this complex plays in
determining the barrier to reaction.11 Using an electron
localization function (ELF), inspired by the Quantum Theory
of Atoms in Molecules,12 to follow the evolution of bonding
along an IRC for the reaction of chloride with methyl bromide,
a recent analysis highlights how the traditional mechanism is
deficient in describing the process of the electron rearrange-
ment, i.e., the mechanism, even as it remains useful in
illustrating the net change of electron density over the course
of the reaction.13 For the SN1 mechanism, the rate of solvolysis
is usually explained in terms of the stability of a cation
intermediate, even as studies have shown that the presence of
intrinsic barriers can lead to incorrect characterizations due to
a violation of Hammond’s postulate.14

Thus, we see that the representation presented in the
textbooks can be more aptly described as stylized, modified in
such a way as to bear little resemblance to the underlying
experimental picture. These substantial, and fundamental,
discrepancies have created a classic case of what Thomas Kuhn
dismissively called “textbook science”, a situation where for
pedagogical convenience the relationship between the theory
and its evidentiary support is unduly distorted.

■ EDUCATION AND PRACTICE
In addition to Robinson’s formalism and Ingold’s terminology,
most undergraduate organic textbooks carry the imprint of two
other seminal texts, Linus Pauling’s The Nature of the Chemical
Bond and Charles Coulson’s Valence. For the representation of
structure and bonding, nearly all migrate between localized
valence bond (VB) models and delocalized molecular orbital
(MO) explanations, while some use frontier molecular orbital
(FMO) theory as a bridge to the arrow formalism. The results,
all too often, are encyclopedic texts utilizing mechanism in
both an explanatory and predictive manner, and making a
cognitive link to underlying organic structure. But the discrete
steps used to describe these transformations are idealized
constructs, often involving quasistable intermediates assumed
but not empirically justified. Imbuing such descriptions with
predictive capability in turn ignores the epistemic reality that
haunts all such descriptions, that of the unconceived
alternative. Thus, while the curved arrow notation has
undoubtedly unified and expanded the field of organic
chemistry, it is still just a formalism, albeit a powerful one,
with the pathways it describes often bearing only a tangential
relationship to experiment.
For the trained chemist the traditional mechanism is just one

component in the understanding of a given reaction, and so its
completeness, or even its correctness, can be considered less
important than its utility. Considering the mechanism as a
potential, but not optimal, explanation of product distribution
involves using it as a heuristic device. Combined with
spectroscopic, kinetic, and theoretical data, this heuristic
model becomes embedded in a functional epistemic framework
that the chemist uses to guide their work. With such an
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epistemology the chemist can admit the insufficiency of a
mechanism such as EAS while still defaulting to the
mechanistic shorthand as appropriate or necessary. But while
the practicing chemist can articulate a variety of epistemic
norms as it relates to evaluating hypotheses and data, findings
consistently demonstrate that most undergraduate students do
not possess a functional epistemic framework within which to
process such information, most critically, anomalous data.15

For the student heading to graduate school and a career as a
researcher, the solution is to imbue throughout the curriculum
the epistemic framework and heuristic norms that the
practicing chemist uses to guide their research, a framework
that for example allows for a correct understanding of the role
of organic mechanism. For the bulk of the undergraduate
population, however, the pedagogical challenge is more
immediate. Coupled with the tacit assumption that the
mechanistic picture presented in textbooks forms part of the
“time-tested” content of organic chemistry, their naiv̈e
perspective guarantees a less nuanced view of science, one
where mechanisms are likely to be thought of as correct,
determinative, causal, and predictive.
If certain mechanisms cannot be taught as correct in any

functional sense then it can be argued that organic mechanism
in general needs to be presented, and consistently reinforced,
as being purely utilitarian. Thus, traditional “thin” mechanisms
can still be utilized to explain the net change from reactant to
product (SN2) or for the prediction of product distribution
(EAS). Such an approach would be essentially algorithmic and
would more accurately reflect both the power and limitations
inherent in organic mechanistic theory. One such approach is a
programmed learning pedagogy where a given transformation
is introduced, followed by “frames” covering applicable
concepts, leading to an attempt by the student to provide an
appropriate mechanism. Frames need not be sequential and
usually contain a question and some content to serve as
background and always require an answer to provide the
student with an ability to check their own progress. The
objective of programmed instruction is to present material in
very small increments, with each frame representing a “bit” of
learning that builds on responses to prior frames, guiding the
student in a self-paced fashion to completion of a given set of
material or program. Online rules-based expert systems that
curate both “productive” and “unproductive” mechanistic steps
for a range of organic transformations16 could be incorporated
to demonstrate how mechanisms are plausible, but not
necessarily correct, if they explain the chemical transformation
and are validated in turn by the falsification of alternatives.
A decision to impart content as applicatory, rather than

explanatory, will emphasize the resulting mechanism as a
practical heuristic device rather than as a reflection of an
underlying reality. While I may not fully subscribe to the
description of the mechanistic formalism as a “...potent drug to
be kept out of the reach of children!”, I do like another choice of
metaphors that describe the formalism as “...slang, an
impoverished version of its parent language” that should function
as a “...mere prosthetic device, like the cane an old man leans on”.17

Like any prosthesis, this paper tool should not be leaned on
too heavily.
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